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WELCOME
To the Mobility Revolution.....

DON’T LET A MOBILITY ISSUE STOP YOU FROM DOING WHAT YOU LOVE
Are you finding yourself stuck at home, not being able to go out and meet with 
family and friends at your favorite gathering places such as restaurants, malls, 
parks?  Those days are over.  

BEGIN TO LIVE A MORE ENJOYABLE LIFESTYLE
The EZ Lite Cruiser is an FDA Cleared battery powered wheelchair that can help 
you get around.  It folds to a compact size that fits virtually in any vehicle such as 
a car, SUV, van, truck, boat, airplane.  Its light weight frame can easily be lifted 
and stored for travel.  With optional removable motors, the weight can be further 
reduced making lifting the device easy for many users or their caregivers.

PRODUCTS THAT INCORPORATE THE LATEST TECHNOLOGIES
We use the latest advancements in electric motors by using state of the art brushless 
hub motors that require little to no maintenance in their lifetime.  They are powered 
by a high quality lithium ion battery, that is safe for air travel and sea cruises. The 
controller system is an easy to use point and go navigational throttle, simple enough 
for even a child to use. 

JOIN THE THOUSANDS OF OTHERS WHO HAVE REGAINED THEIR 
INDEPENDENCE & EXPERIENCE THE THINGS YOU’VE BEEN MISSING!

In this catalog, we will outline the features available, explain how to select the right 
device for your height & weight, and for your intended usage.  Lastly we will explain 
how to customize one with optional features and accessories to make it the best 
portable mobility aid for your lifestyle.

THANKS YOU FOR YOUR CONSIDERATION IN CHOOSING ONE OF OUR 
FANTASTIC EZ LITE CRUISER® DEVICES FOR YOUR MOBILITY NEEDS. 
WE ARE A LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA BASED BUSINESS.
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SO MANY REASONS

Our one of a kind Frame Designs make the Folding & Unfolding 
very Quick and Easy, very Light weight, and best of all it makes 
the device very Portable for travel.  

The frames are made of Extremely Durable aluminum alloy, 
and various sizes are available for users up to 330 lbs.

With our advanced lithium ion batteries, you can enjoy driving 
distances up to 30 miles, depending on your configuration.

TO GET YOURSELF ONE
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GREAT FEATURES FOR COMFORT
ADJUSTABLE HEIGHT ARM RESTS & FOOT REST HEIGHT
Allows you to change the height of the arm rests to a desired comfort position 
based on your torso height.  You’re also able to adjust the height of the foot 
rest -- from the edge of the seat to the foot rest plate. 

ADJUSTABLE JOYSTICK POSITION
Not every user is the same.  This feature allows you to adjust the position of the 
joystick based on your arm length and reach.

BACK SUPPORT RECLINES
This unique and patented feature allows you to recline in comfort in 5 
preset positions.

OPTIONAL EXTENDED FOOT REST
For taller users and those who need to stretch their legs, this allows you to 
position the foot rest plate further away for a more comfortable position of 
your legs.

OPTIONAL ADJUSTABLE HEIGHT FOOT REST
For shorter and/or taller users, this feature can help you bring the foot 
rest plate up or down more based on the length of your legs.

USE YOUR OWN PREFERRED SEAT CUSHION
Have a preferred cushion?  Remove ours and use yours for a more 
comfortable seat that you’re used to from another mobility device.
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UNIQUELY CRAFTED
All of our Deluxe Models have a unique and patented feature 
that allows you to recline the back in 5 preset positions, at 10 
degrees each notch.  Starts at a 100 degree angle, up to 140.

RECLINE FEATURE
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AMAZING & PATENTED
QUICK RELEASE MOTORS

Another patented feature that our Deluxe Models offer is the 
ability to split them up into 3 parts, for easier lifting.

EZ LITE CRUISER - Catalog - 2022-04-13.indd   7 4/13/2022   1:35:16 PM
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AIRLINE
FRIENDLY

LOGOS SHOWN ARE COPYRIGHT (C) OF THEIR RESPECTIVE COMPANY AND USED FOR INFORMATIONAL PURPOSES

You may bring your EZ Lite Cruiser with you when you Travel, whether domestically, or abroad.  
It is Airline Approved when it is equipped with our 10 Ah capacity battery, which has a 240 Watt Hour 
rating. On our website, we’ve compiled a list of the policies for most major airlines, which confi rm it 
is allowed.  For a full list of airlines & their policies, visit http://www.ezlitecruiser.com/airtravel
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INCLINE
ABILITY

We’ve created a table to help you better 
understand the ability of the EZ Lite 
Cruiser, and more importantly, what 
is safe for your driving on inclines 
and declines (slopes.) The values listed 
below are in a % slope. The rise of the 
ramp is in the left most column, and the 
remaining columns show the length of 
the ramp needed to obtain the slope in 
the intersecting row & column.

You can use this chart as a guide to see what length ramp you need to get up a 
predetermined height. Measure the height of the threshold you’re applying the ramp to, 
and see what length ramp would be needed to make it a safe slope.

12” 24” 36” 48” 60” 72” 84”
1” 8.33% 4.17% 2.78% 2.08% 1.67% 1.39% 1.19%
2” 16.67% 8.33% 5.56% 4.17% 3.33% 2.78% 2.38%
3” 25.00% 12.50% 8.33% 6.25% 5.00% 4.17% 3.57%
4” 33.33% 16.67% 11.11% 8.33% 6.67% 5.56% 4.76%
5” 41.67% 20.33% 13.89% 10.42% 8.33% 6.94% 8.33%
6” 50.00% 25.00% 16.67% 12.50% 10.00% 8.33% 7.14%
7” 58.33% 29.17% 19.44% 14.58% 11.67% 9.72% 8.33%
8” 66.67% 33.33% 22.22% 16.67% 13.33% 11.11% 9.52%
9” 75.00% 37.50% 25.00% 18.75% 15.00% 12.50% 10.71%
10” 83.33% 41.67% 27.78% 20.83% 16.67% 13.89% 11.90%
11” 91.67% 45.83% 30.56% 22.92% 18.33% 15.28% 13.10%
12” 100.00% 50.00% 33.33% 25.00% 20.00% 16.67% 14.29%

LEGEND: 
RED Text, WHITE Background = Beyond Safe Limits of 20% Slope (Not Safe!)
ORANGE Text, WHITE Background = Approaching Safe Limit (Questionable Safety)
GREEN Text, WHITE Background = Beyond ADA Rated But Acceptable (Safe)
BLACK Text, GREEN Background = ADA Rated (Very Safe)
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SIZING CHART
WHAT FITS YOUR BODY TYPE?

Short & Stocky?  Average Build?  Tall & Skinny?  Use the chart on the 
next page to determine which frame size will fit your body.  

Find your height (in Feet & Inches) along the top, and then find 
your weight (in Lbs) along the side, to find the best suited frame 
that is right for your specific body size. 
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< 5’0” 5’0”-5’2” 5’3”-5’6” 5’7”-5’9” 5’10”-6’0” 6’1”-6’3” 6’4” <

80-150
STANDARD

OR

DELUXE SLIM

STANDARD
OR

DELUXE SLIM

STANDARD
OR

DELUXE SLIM

STANDARD
OR

DELUXE SLIM
DELUXE SLIM

150-160 DELUXE 
REGULAR

STANDARD
OR

DELUXE SLIM

STANDARD
OR

DELUXE SLIM

STANDARD
OR

DELUXE SLIM
DELUXE SLIM

160-190 DELUXE 
REGULAR

DELUXE 
REGULAR

STANDARD
OR

DELUXE SLIM

STANDARD
OR

DELUXE SLIM
DELUXE SLIM

190-200 DELUXE 
REGULAR

DELUXE 
REGULAR

DELUXE 
REGULAR

STANDARD
OR

DELUXE SLIM
DELUXE SLIM

200-210 DELUXE
WIDE

DELUXE 
REGULAR

DELUXE 
REGULAR

STANDARD
OR

DELUXE SLIM
DELUXE SLIM

210-220 DELUXE
WIDE

DELUXE
WIDE

DELUXE 
REGULAR

STANDARD
OR

DELUXE SLIM
DELUXE SLIM

220-230 DELUXE
WIDE

DELUXE
WIDE

DELUXE 
REGULAR

DELUXE 
REGULAR

DELUXE SLIM

230-240 DELUXE
WIDE

DELUXE
WIDE

DELUXE 
REGULAR

DELUXE 
REGULAR

DELUXE 
REGULAR

240-260 DELUXE
WIDE

DELUXE
WIDE

DELUXE
WIDE

DELUXE 
REGULAR

DELUXE 
REGULAR

260-270 DELUXE
WIDE

DELUXE
WIDE

DELUXE 
REGULAR

DELUXE 
REGULAR

270-280 DELUXE
WIDE

DELUXE
WIDE

DELUXE
WIDE

DELUXE 
REGULAR

280-300 DELUXE
WIDE

DELUXE
WIDE

DELUXE
WIDE

300-320 DELUXE
WIDE

DELUXE
WIDE

320-330 DELUXE
WIDE

330 +
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UNDERSTANDING
THE FIT OF OUR MODELS

SEATING AREA DIMENSIONS
When sizing the user for the right fit, consider the seating area in terms of how wide the cushion 
is, and how much room you have between the arm rests.  Then, consider the height of the back 
support, which will be comfortable depending on the users upper body and ultimately their height.

STANDARD MODEL DELUXE SLIM DELUXE REGULAR DELUXE WIDE
SEAT WIDTH 15.25” 17.5” 17.5” 17.5”
SEAT DEPTH 16.75” 17” 17” 17”
WIDTH BETWEEN ARM RESTS 16.5” 17” 19” 22”
BACK HEIGHT 12.5” 17.5” 17.5” 17.5”

FULL SPECIFICATIONS AVAILABLE ON PAGE 28

Deluxe Models
with Default

Foot Rest

Deluxe Models
with Extended

Foot Rest

Standard
Model

FOOT REST PLACEMENT
When picking a model, also consider the position of the foot rest for comfortable sitting.  Notice  
on the Standard Model the foot rest is close to the frame.  With the Deluxe Models, the default 
foot rest is out farther and an open area.  Plus, you have an option to extend the foot rest plate out 
farther, which is helpful for taller users or those that need to stretch their legs.  All Deluxe Models, 
(Slim, Regular and Wide) have the same foot rest design and optional extension available.
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CHOOSING
THE RIGHT SIZE WHEELS

12” REAR WHEELS - RUGGED TREADS FOR OUTDOOR USE
Our best selling wheel size option, made for those who have a need 
to get out of their home and in to more rugged outdoor areas where a 
well paved path is not always an option.  Wood chips, gravel, dirt paths 
with some small rocks, and city sidewalks and street crossing where 
there may be an occasional small pot hole.  

What you gain with the larger wheel size is a smoother ride, and you 
won’t need to replace them as often with outdoor use on asphalt and 
concrete.. What you lose with it is that you’ll have a slightly larger 
turning radius.  While that can present a problem in smaller homes 
and tighter indoor areas, it can typically be counteracted with K-turns.

The right size wheel makes all the difference in performance and comfort.  All of our models 
utilize different wheel size combinations for the best performance and what the frame design 
allows.  This section explains what to consider and what you can expect with each option.

For the Standard Model, only the 8” rear wheels are an option.  This device, while it can be used 
outdoors, is typically meant for more indoor settings, such as in your home, a mall, a well paved 
park or recreational area.  Because of that fact, and because we meant for this device to have a 
small foot print, we only use 8” rear wheels. 

With the Deluxe Models, we have more versatility with the frame design, and being that they are 
a bigger machine in general, we make them with the option of 3 different wheel sizes.  

10” REAR WHEELS - VERSATILE INDOORS AND OUTDOORS 
Another very popular option is the 10” wheel, made for those who 
typically use their device more in an outdoor setting than indoors, but 
may have a smaller home with tigher areas, or don’t find themselves 
doing any rugged driving and keeping to well paved areas.  With these 
10” wheels, you get the added benefit of more wheel material for a 
longer lasting wheel, without losing as much turning radius.

8” REAR WHEELS - SMALL FOOT PRINT FOR INDOOR USE
Surprisingly, even with the more comfortable Deluxe models available, 
many users opt for the smaller Standard Model when their height & 
weight allows it. With our Deluxe models, the 8” wheels are also a 
popular choice due to the small foot print they allow when the use of 
the device is primarily in an indoor setting such as a home, assisted 
living facility, mall or store and other well paved areas. 
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STANDARD
MODEL
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Our most basic device, the EZ Lite Cruiser ® Standard Model, is 
composed of a very durable lightweight aluminum alloy, giving 
it a total weight of only 44 pounds (w/o battery), but being 
capable of handling passengers weighing up to 264 pounds. 
This updated design has rubber 8” rear wheels, for superb 
traction, and 250 Watt Brushless HUB motors to power them. 

You will be amazed at how effortless it is to quickly and 
easily fold this chair to a compact size.... Unfolding is just as 
easy!   Once you sit on the EZ Lite Cruiser ® you will know it is 
extremely durable and you will enjoy every minute of driving it.

Your purchase of our Standard Model includes everything 
you need to use it: A rechargeable battery, a battery charger 
& joystick. Simply select your Battery Size when ordering. 

Please Note: 10 Ah Battery is Airline Friendly, however 15 Ah Battery is Not.

STANDARD MODEL
BATTERY OPTION

SELECT YOUR CHOICE OF BATTERY SIZE
When customizing your Standard Model, you will simply Select the size (capacity) of a Battery. 
The 10 Ah Battery (left/above) is Airline Friendly.  See Page 8 about airline travel.  You have the 
option of a larger capacity 15 Ah Battery (right/above), for 50% more driving distance, however, 
it is not airline approved.  A secondary (spare) 10 Ah Battery can be added to the Standard Model 
for double driving distance & most airlines allow a spare 10 Ah battery on board in your carry on.  
The battery charger is included in the purchase of the device. 

With 10 Ah 
Battery

$2595

With 15 Ah 
Battery

$2775
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BASE MODEL

With 10 Ah 
Battery

$3095

DELUXE 
REGULAR (DX)

DX12

CUSTOMIZE IT ON PAGE 22
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DX8DX10
With 10 Ah 
Battery

$3079

 BASE MODEL BASE MODEL

With 10 Ah 
Battery

$3059

Experience the Next Generation of Lightweight & Foldable Mobility 
Aids -- a Beautifully designed & extremely well crafted frame for 
comfortable riding.  The DX12 Model is equipped with 7.5” Front 
Wheels and 12” Rear Wheels.  

It has the Quickest & Easiest Folding and Unfolding action ever., 
takes just a few seconds.  The Back Support Reclines in 5 positions 
for added comfort.  The motors have an amazing patented Quick 
Release feature to split the chair into 3 pieces, with the frame 
weighing approximately  37 lbs and each of the motors with wheels 
weighing approximately 13 lbs.  This makes the EZ Lite Cruiser ®
the Lightest & Most Portable Foldable Mobility Aid ever made. 

Your purchase of a Deluxe Regular Model includes everything you 
need to use it:  A rechargeable battery, a battery charger & joystick. 
Customize your ride with optional features explained on page 22.

Please Note: 10 Ah Battery is Airline Friendly, however 15 Ah Battery is Not.

MODELS ALSO
AVAILABLE

WITH: 

7.5” FRONT,
 10” REAR
WHEELS

(DX10)
(PICTURED LEFT)

OR....

6” FRONT,
8” REAR
WHEELS

 (DX8)
(PICTURED RIGHT)
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SX12
BASE MODEL

With 10 Ah 
Battery

$2999

DELUXE 
SLIM (SX)

CUSTOMIZE IT ON PAGE 22
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SX10 SX8
With 10 Ah 
Battery

$2979

BASE MODEL

MODELS ALSO
AVAILABLE

WITH: 

7.5” FRONT,
 10” REAR
WHEELS

(SX10)
(PICTURED LEFT)

OR....

6” FRONT,
8” REAR
WHEELS

 (SX8)
(PICTURED RIGHT)

BASE MODEL

With 10 Ah 
Battery

$2959

We took the Deluxe Regular Model Frame and shrunk it down 
in width... the result:  The Deluxe Slim Models.  Made for homes 
and pathways that are more narrow, to let you get around even 
easier. Available with 3 different front & rear wheel combinations. 

It has the same Extremely Quick & Easy Folding and Unfolding 
action that you’d come to find on all of our Deluxe Models.  The Back 
Support Reclines in 5 positions for added comfort.   The motors have 
an amazing patented Quick Release feature to split the chair into 3 
pieces, with the frame weighing approximately 37 lbs and each of 
the motors with wheels weighing approximately 13 lbs.  This makes 
the EZ Lite Cruiser ® Deluxe Slim Models very easy to transport. 

Your purchase of a Deluxe Slim Model includes everything you 
need to use it:  A rechargeable battery, a battery charger & joystick. 
Customize your ride with optional features explained on page 22.

Please Note: 10 Ah Battery is Airline Friendly, however 15 Ah Battery is Not.
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BASE MODEL

With 10 Ah 
Battery

$3139

DELUXE 
WIDE (WX)

WX12

CUSTOMIZE IT ON PAGE 22
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WX8WX10
with 10 Ah 
Battery
$3119

 BASE MODEL

MODELS ALSO
AVAILABLE

WITH: 

7.5” FRONT,
 10” REAR
WHEELS
(WX10)

(PICTURED LEFT)

OR....

6” FRONT,
8” REAR
WHEELS

 (WX8)
(PICTURED RIGHT)

BASE MODEL

with 10 Ah 
Battery

$3099

We took the Deluxe Regular Model Frame and made it larger in the 
seating area... the result:  The Deluxe Wide Models.  Made for larger 
and taller users, to let you get around even easier. Available with 3 
different front & rear wheel combinations. 

It has the same Extremely Quick & Easy Folding and Unfolding 
action that you’d come to find on our Deluxe Models.  The Back 
Support Reclines in 5 positions for added comfort.  The motors have 
an amazing patented Quick Release feature to split the chair into 
3 pieces, with the frame weighing approximately 37 lbs and each 
of the motors with wheels weighing approximately 13 lbs.  This 
makes the EZ Lite Cruiser ®  Deluxe Wide Models very manageable 
to transport.

Your purchase of a Deluxe Wide Model includes everything you 
need to use it:  A rechargeable battery, a battery charger & joystick. 
Customize your ride with optional features explained on page 22.
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DELUXE MODEL
CUSTOMIZATION

#1: BATTERY SIZE

SELECT YOUR CHOICE OF BATTERY SIZE
Your first option when  customizing any Deluxe  Model is the size (capacity) of a Battery for it. The 
base models come with a 10 Ah Battery (left/above) and this size battery is Airline Friendly.  For 
more information See Page 8 about airline travel.  You have the option of a larger capacity 15 Ah 
Battery (right/above), for 50% more driving distance, however the 15 Ah is not airline approved.  

A second 10 Ah Battery or 15 Ah Battery can be added to the Deluxe Models for double driving 
distance.  Please note however, that the Deluxe Slim frame can only accommodate two 10 Ah 
batteries, but not two 15 Ah Batteries.  Only the Deluxe Regular and Wide can accommodate two 
15 Ah Batteries. Most airlines allow a spare battery of 10 Ah size on board with you.  A regular 
battery charger is included in the purchase of an EZ Lite Cruiser device, and you can upgrade to 
a speedy charger that can recharge your battery at 2.5x the speed, for $20.00. 

10 Ah 
Battery
+ $0.00

15 Ah 
Battery
+ $180.00

This section explains the possible configuration and optional features available for all Deluxe 
Models.  These choices are specific to your particular needs and wants in  your personal mobility aid.

#3: CHARGER TYPE
SELECT YOUR CHOICE OF CHARGER
The 2 Amp charger is included in the base price of 
an EZ Lite Cruiser.  You can upgrade to the Speedy (5 
Amp) Charger for $20.00.  The 10 Ah battery can be 
recharged from empty to full in 5 Hours with Regular 
Charger, or 2 Hours with the Speedy Charger.  The 15 
Ah battery can be recharged from empty to full in 7.5 
Hours with the Regular Charger, or 3 Hours with the 
Speedy Charger.  Charging times vary, depends on the 
level of charge still in the battery.

Regular + $0.00 

Speedy + $20.00
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Premium
+ $39.95

#3: JOYSTICK SIDE

#4: SEAT BELT

#5: FOOT REST

RIGHT HANDED OR LEFT HANDED USE
Select whether we will mount the Joystick on the 
left hand or right hand side.  The side can always 
be changed from left to right or right to left in the 
future, with just a few simple steps. 

YOUR CHOICE OF SEAT BELT
We have two options for a seat belt.  A basic seat belt (left/above) is included at no cost. A more robust 
Premium seat belt that mounts to the frame  is available as an optional upgrade for a cost of $39.95.

Basic
+ $0.00

SELECT WHETHER TO EXTEND THE FOOT REST
The default configuration of the foot rest plate is shown 
on the Deluxe Models pictured on the previous pages.  
For an additional cost of $49.95, it can be extended to 
4.5” further out, which is a more comfortable seating 
position of the legs for taller users (5’10”+) or those that 
need to keep their legs at an extended position. 

Extended
+ $49.95
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A simplif ied headrest for those who would like to 
have some added support when they need it.  This 
headrest mounts semi-permanently and stays on 
the device when it folds down.  This headrest is only 
compatible with the Deluxe Models.

A convenient and perfectly f itted holster on the 
arm rests, this Side Arm Pouch allows you to store 
you personal effects such as wallet, keys, cell 
phone and other valuables, right within your reach.  
A must have for every user.

Made specifically for those requiring additional 
support in the head and neck.  Our Premium 
Headrest is adjustable in many ways for height, 
depth and tilt.  Easy to quickly remove with a simple 
thumb screw.  Works on any model.

Headrest
(Basic)

Side Arm
Pouch

Headrest
(Premium) $89 .95$39 .95 $179 .95

When you need to carry some extra items with 
you, place them in this quickly removable carrying 
Basket.  Perfectly paired for use when shopping.  
Store items in the basket, unload at the counter & 
reload your grocery bag.  Works like a charm.

Cover your device for travel with this handy 
protective Travel Bag.  Surrounds your EZ Lite 
Cruiser and protects it from scratches and the 
elements.  Not necessary when traveling by car, 
but great for protection during air travel.

Take your favorite beverage with you wherever you 
go with this easy to use Cup Holder.  Holds most 
common size water bottles, coffee mugs & hot or 
cold beverages alike.  Mounts easily and keeps your 
beverage handy.  Use with beverages with lids.

BasketTravel
Bag

Cup 
Holder $59 .95$129 .95 $18 .95

BUY ONLINE WWW.EZLITECRUISER.COM
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Now you can charge your battery in half the time 
with our 5 Amp Speedy Charger.  Great addition 
for any user that heavily relies on their EZ Lite 
Cruiser.  Works in voltages from 100 - 240 V AC 
input at 50/60 Hz.  Automatically converts.

This basic charger is included with the purchase of a 
new machine.  If you need or want to have a spare, 
they are available for purchase.  If you buy a second 
battery, we recommend having a second charger. 
Works in all countries up to 240 V input. 

Charge your battery in your car using the 12 V DC 
port using this Car Charger.  Works in any vehicle 
that has a cigarette lighter port.  Up-converts 12 V 
DC to 24 V DC to charge your battery as you go 
from place to place.  Very handy!

Speedy
Charger

Basic 
Charger

Car
Charger $109 .95$89 .95 $99 .95

For users needing to elevate their legs during use 
of the device, these Adjustable Elevating Leg Rests 
make for a great addition.  Easy to install mounting 
brackets are provided and stay attached to the 
device.  These leg rests are easily removable.

With this handy bracket, you can mount the 
joystick in the rear of your EZ Lite Cruiser, so that 
a caregiver can operate the device on behalf of the 
person sitting in it.  A great addition for those who 
are unable to operate the Joystick themselves.

A basic necessity for us all during travel, this 
Back Pack lets you store your battery, charger, 
accessories and other personal effects when 
transporting the device.  Various styles available 
for your personal preference.  See them online.

Elevating
Leg Rests

Caregiver
Mount

Back 
Pack $274 .95$39.95 $69 .95

BUY ONLINE WWW.EZLITECRUISER.COM
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Our custom made oxygen tank bag is designed 
for larger sized cylinders of oxygen that can be 
brought with you while you ride around in the EZ 
Lite Cruiser.  Smaller tanks may be better suited 
in our simple Back Pack accessory.

These push handles help give you leverage when 
you need it, in situations where you need to tilt 
the device over a large obstacle.  They also allow 
you to more easily push the device in the manual 
mode, instead of using just the frame to push it.

Lets face it, people are not mindful of their sur-
roundings at sometimes & when in a powered mo-
bility aid you want to be seen.  This bright orange 
flag will help keep you safe by letting folks know 
‘hey watch out, here i come’ when you cruise by. 

Oxygen
Tank Bag

Push
Handles

Safety 
Flag $99 .95$69 .95 $39 .95

Easily mount a sunshade or umbrella with this very 
adjustable Umbrella Holder.  One side attaches 
to the frame of the device and can be adjusted 
outward, upwards, downwards or to the side.  
Gripping clamp easily tightens with a thumb screw.

Charge up to two USB devices right from your 
EZ Lite Cruiser battery source.  Connects to the 
Joystick port or directly to the battery.  Please 
note, using the battery of your device to charge 
USB devices will shorten your driving distance.

Use this handy Travel Adapter to change the shape 
of the plug of your charger to fit into the outlet in 
any foreign country that uses different wall socket 
configurations.  No need to change voltage, the 
battery charger provided does that automatically.

Umbrella
Holder

Dual USB
Charger

Travel 
Adapter $29 .95$39 .95 $29 .95

BUY ONLINE WWW.EZLITECRUISER.COM
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Folding
Cane

Dual Battery 
Connector

Cane 
Holder $49 .95$25 .95 $19 .95

Our 15 Ah capacity battery is not airline friendly 
but will get you up to 15 miles of driving on smooth, 
flat surfaces.  A battery of your choice in size is 
provided when you buy a new EZ Lite Cruiser, & 
you can add a spare for more driving distance. 

The Programming Kit that plugs into your joystick 
allows you to alter certain settings of the controller 
system (CPU) that controls the motor movements 
and how the chair performs.  Alter the top speed, 
acceleration, left & right turning & more.

Our 10 Ah capacity battery is airline friendly and 
will get you up to 10 miles of driving on smooth, 
flat surfaces.  A battery of your choice in size is 
provided when you buy a new EZ Lite Cruiser, & 
you can add a spare for more driving distance. 

15 Ah
Battery

Programming
Kit (Joystick)

10 Ah
Battery $579 .95$159 .95 $399 .95

This is a foldable cane that f its in a small enough 
size for many of the compartments of your EZ Lite 
Cruiser, or accessories.  Handle end has a flash-
light for convenience.  Tip end has 3 pivoting tips 
for added support. Supports up to 250 lbs user.

This Y splitter Dual Battery Connector cable 
allows you to connect two batteries together for 
double the driving distance!  Note, you can only 
connect two batteries of the same capacity.  Does 
not allow charging two batteries at the same time. 

A simple but convenient way to mount your cane 
or walking stick to the EZ Lite Cruiser.  It’s a 
double sided rubber fastener that goes around the 
frame of the device on one side, and your cane or 
walking stick on the other.  

BUY ONLINE WWW.EZLITECRUISER.COM
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Drive in poorly lit areas with this Flashlight.  Has 
multiple modes: Solid light mode, Strobe mode, 
S.O.S. / Panic mode.  Additionally, the Flashlight 
is extendable in length which allows for a focused 
beam of light.  Paired best with our Clamp.

This Premium Seat Belt Kit is made for our Deluxe 
Models and is fastened to the frame of the device 
for added support.  Can be added to any Deluxe 
Model at any time.  Sorry, this can not be used on 
the Standard Model.

This handy Clamp can be used to attach many 
objects to your EZ Lite Cruiser.  It’s simple and 
adjustable claw grips items such as canes, walking 
sticks, forearm crutches, flashlights, camera 
tripod, and more.  

Flash
Light

Seat Belt 
(Premium)

Clamp
$29 .95$39 .95 $24 .95

This Foot Rest Extender Kit works on the Deluxe 
models.  When customizing a new machine, you are 
given the option to install this at the factory.  If you 
did not purchase it then, it can be added on later.  
Simple to install. & removable if necessary. 

This gizmo is a grabbing tool that clenches anything 
within its reach with the push of a handle.  Grabbeer 
end has a rubberized inside lining for a better hold 
of slippery items up to 4.5” wide. Handle end is 
very easy to use & can reach up to 32” away.

The Standard Model has a very compact size but 
may be what you need for your needs.  For some 
users, this Foot Rest Extender can help keep their 
feet at a more comfortable position.  Works only on 
the Standard Model.

Extender
Kit (Deluxe)

Grabz-All
Tool 

Foot Rest
Extender $49 .95$39 .95 $79 .95

BUY ONLINE WWW.EZLITECRUISER.COM
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A truly unique invention and complement to your 
device is our foldable and portable lift.  It weighs 
only 36 lbs but can lift up double it’s weight!  Lifts 
any EZ Lite Cruiser model up to 70 lbs.  Easily 
breaks down and stores with your device.

Foldable
Lift $599.95

This height adjusting kit for the foot rest plate 
allows for shorter and/or taller users to get a better 
placement of their feet.  Can add an additional one 
inch for taller users, and if cut down, can make it so 
shorter users get a comfortable fit. 

Height 
Kit (Deluxe) $59 .95

Another convenient cover this time for the 
Joystick, to protect it from rain damage.  Works 
great in combination with our poncho to keep the 
rider and electronics covered, while allowing you to 
see the joystick for better accuracy. 

This Widening Kit can change the Deluxe Regular 
models into a Deluxe Wide.  Gives you an added 
2”+ between the arm rests.  Simple to install and 
can be removed at any time for the users needs.  
Works only on the Deluxe Regular or Slim Models.

This convenient and light weight cover prevents 
you the rider, as well as the fabric materials of the 
EZ Lite Cruiser and the onboard electronics, from 
getting wet.  Very handy for users who live in areas 
where rainfall is more expected. 

Joystick
Cover

Widening
Kit (Deluxe)

Poncho
$29 .95$40 .00 $39 .95

BUY ONLINE WWW.EZLITECRUISER.COM
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SPECIFICATIONS
& COMPARISON

STANDARD MODEL DELUXE SLIM DELUXE REGULAR DELUXE WIDE

WEIGHT w/o BATTERY 45 lbs 57 - 61 lbs 58 - 62 lbs 58 - 62 lbs

WEIGHT with
BATTERY

Add 5 lbs each 10 Ah battery, or 7 lbs for each 15 Ah battery.

FRAME WEIGHT 
(w/ removable motors)

N/A 34 - 36 lbs 35-37 lbs 35-37 lbs

MOTORS WEIGHT
(w/ removable motors)

N/A 12 - 13 lbs 12 - 13 lbs 12 - 13 lbs

UNFOLDED SIZE
(length x width x height)

34” x 23” x 33” 31” x 24” x 39” 31” x 26” x 39” 31” x 27” x 39”

FOLDED SIZE
(length x width x height)

29” x 23” x 13” 32” x 24” x 14” 34” x 26” x 14” 34” x 27” x 14”

SEAT SIZE
(length x width)

16.75” x 15.25” 17” x 17.5” 17” x 17.5” 17” x 17.5”

SEAT HEIGHT
(from ground)

19.5” 21.5” 21.5” 21.5”

SEAT STYLE Flat Contoured Contoured Contoured

REMOVABLE SEAT? Yes Yes Yes Yes

BACK HEIGHT 12.5” 17.5” 17.5” 17.5”

BACK WIDTH 14.75” 17” 19.5” 19.5”

RECLINES? No Yes Yes Yes

ARM REST HEIGHT
(from the ground)

28.5” 27.5” - 28.5”
(adjustable)

27.5” - 28.5”
(adjustable)

27.5” - 28.5”
(adjustable)

ARM REST HEIGHT
(from top of seat)

9” 6” - 7”
(adjustable)

6” - 7”
(adjustable)

6” - 7”
(adjustable)

ARM REST TYPE Flat Contoured / Curved Contoured / Curved Contoured / Curved

ARM REST WIDTH 1.75” 2.75” 2.75” 2.75”

ARM REST LENGTH 13” 12.25” 12.25” 12.25”

DISTANCE BETWEEN 
ARM RESTS

16.5” 17” 19” 21.2”
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SPECIFICATIONS
& COMPARISON (continued)

STANDARD MODEL DELUXE SLIM DELUXE REGULAR DELUXE WIDE

FOOT REST HEIGHT
(from edge of seat)

14.25” 13.75” - 18.75”
(adjustable)

13.75” - 18.75”
(adjustable)

13.75” - 18.75”
(adjustable)

TURNING RADIUS ~33” ~31 - 45” ~31 - 45” ~31 - 45”

TOP SPEED Up to 5 mph Up to 5 mph Up to 5 mph Up to 5 mph

BATTERY TYPE 24 V DC, 10 Ah or 15 Ah Capacity, Advanced Lithium Ion Battery with 1000+ Power Cycles

DRIVING DISTANCE Up to 10 Miles on each 10 Ah Battery (Airline approved)
Up to 15 Miles on each 15 Ah Battery (Non-airline approved)

GROUND 
CLEARANCE

3” 3” 3” 3”

THRESHOLD
HEIGHT ABILITY

1.25” 1.25” 1.25” 1.25”

FRONT WHEEL SIZE
(diameter x width)

7” x 2” 6” x 2” (SX8)
7.5” x 2” (SX10/SX12)

6” x 2” (DX8)
7.5” x 2” (DX10/DX12)

6” x 2” (WX8)
7.5” x 2” (WX10/WX12)

DISTANCE BETWEEN 
FRONT WHEELS (inside)

19” 19.5” 21” 21”

FRONT WHEEL 
MATERIAL

Solid, Polyurethane (PU) Foam Inside, Plastic Outer Shell

REAR WHEEL SIZE
(diameter x width)

8” x 2” 8” x 2” (SX8)
10” x 2.25” (SX10)
12” x 2.25” (SX12)

8” x 2” (DX8)
10” x 2.25” (DX10)
12” x 2.25” (DX12)

8” x 2” (DX8)
10” x 2.25” (DX10)
12” x 2.25” (DX12)

DISTANCE BETWEEN 
REAR WHEELS (inside)

19” 19.5” 21” 21”

REAR WHEEL 
MATERIAL

Solid, Polyurethane (PU) Foam Inside, Rubber Outer Shell

INCLINE ABILITY 20% slope (12°) for safety.  Motors can handle more, but not recommended.

MOTOR POWER 250 Watt Individual Electric Motor.  Individual Motor for each Rear Wheel.

MOTOR TYPE High E°ciency Brush-less Hub Motors

CHARGER TYPE Lithium Ion Battery Charger
Input: AC 100-240V @ 50Hz-60Hz, Output: DC29.2V~2A/5A

BRAKES Automatic Braking System, Electromagnetically Controlled
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WARRANTY
INFORMATION

Every EZ Lite Cruiser, both Standard Model and Deluxe Models, come with our Worry 
Free, Industry Leading Warranty:

10 Years on the Metal Parts of the Frame, 5 Years on each of the 2  Motors, 2 Years on the 
Battery, 2 Years on the Joystick, 2 Years on the Control System (CPU), & 3 Months on any 
Wearable Parts.  Wearable Parts are anything that touches the user or the ground.

The EZ Lite Cruiser Foldable Portable Lift also comes with a warranty:

3 Years on the Frame, 1 Year on the Motor, 3 Months on Wearable Parts

The limited warranty on the wearable parts includes all things that touch the user 
including fabric parts such as the seat cushion & back cushion and their supporting 
straps, the arm rest pads, the joystick button pad, thumb screws and knobs, and anything 
that touches the ground such as front and rear wheels.  Plastic decorative parts are not 
covered under any warranty.  The battery charger is also included in the wearable parts 
as a 3 months warranty.  Any accessories are also included in the wearable parts and 
covered for 3 months.

Any parts under warranty will be replaced and shipped to your door by USPS Priority 
Mail, or FedEx Express depending on availability.

Any service and labor fees, if applicable, to replace parts under warranty must be paid 
by the user.  Due to it’s modular design, most parts can be easily exchanged by the end 
user, a family member, relative or friend.  However, it is always recommended you seek 
professional help for maintenance and service, to make sure the work is done properly.

The warranty only covers NON-DELIBERATE OR NON-ACCIDENTAL Damage.  

Damaged caused by user negligence, accidental damages, intentional or not are not 
covered under the warranty. Products which have been subjected to negligence, abuse, 
improper storage, or handling, improper operation, any modifications, misuse are not 
covered by the warranty.  Any damaged caused by improper usage, or normal wear and 
tear is not covered, and you should not use the Warranty Claim Form. 

Read the full warranty at http://www.ezlitecruiser.com/warranty
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RETURNS
POLICY

If you are not satisfied with your EZ Lite Cruiser and/or the Foldable and Portable 
Lift, we offer up to a 60 Day Money Back Guarantee!

To qualify for a return please note the following:

Items must be returned (shipped) within the time frame allowed, from when you re-
ceive it. and Items must be clean, and put back in its original packaging.

Option A - Use It Indoors Only.  This Option Lets You Try It Out For Size & See How 
It Drives.  You Would Have to Return it Within 7 Days of Receiving It and We Will 
Cover the Return Shipping Cost & Waive the Restocking Fee.  With Option A, There Is 
No Financial Risk To Try It! Just Return It In the Condition We Sent it to You. Risk Free 
Option ONLY Available for United States Customers.

Option B - Use It Indoors AND Outdoors.  If You Need to Take It Outdoors to See 
How it Performs, And You Return it Within 14 Days of Receiving It, We Cover the 
Return Shipping Cost, But You Pay a 10% Restocking Fee.  With Option B, Your Risk Is 
$250 on Average. What You Pay in Restocking Depends on the Model & Configuration. 
Option ONLY Available for United States Customers.

Option C - Use It Indoors AND Outdoors.  If You Need to Take It Outdoors to See 
How it Performs, And You Return it Within 60 Days of Receiving It, You Cover the 
Return Shipping Cost & Pay a 10% Restocking Fee.  With Option C, Your Risk Is $450 
on Average. What You Pay in Restocking & Shipping Depends on the Model, Configu-
ration & Your Location.

With Our RISK FREE Trial Offer (Option A) There’s ABSOLUTELY NO REASON 
For you Not to Try It.

You do not need to select your return option when ordering.  Every customer that 
meets the eligibility requirements for each option will have those options available, up 
until the time period for the particular option has ended.  i.e.  If you are past your Risk 
Free Trial (Offer A), you can still return it in the 14 days (Option B) or 60 days (Option 
C) return periods.

Read the full returns policy at http://www.ezlitecruiser.com/returns
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MAIL ORDER
WORKSHEET

1. Which EZ Lite Cruiser would you like to order?
[    ]  The “Standard Model” $2595   [    ]  One of the “Deluxe” Models --  Prices Vary

If you selected “Standard Model” please proceed to Step 3 for battery & charger selection

2. Which Deluxe Model?
[    ] “Regular DX12” $3099          [    ] “Regular DX10” $3079               [    ] “Regular DX8” $3059
[    ] “Slim SX12” $2999                 [    ] “Slim SX10” $2979 [    ] “Slim SX8” $2959
[    ] “Wide WX12” $3139              [    ] “Wide WX10” $3119 [    ] “Wide WX8” $3099

3. Which Battery and Charger would you like?
[    ]   With a “10 Ah Battery”   (Airline Friendly): Included in Base Price.
[    ]   With a “15 Ah Battery”   (NOT Airline Friendly):      Add: $180.00

[    ]   With a “Regular Charger”  (2 Amp Output):              Included in Base Price.
[    ]   With a “Speedy Charger”   (5 Amp Output):              Add: $20.00

If you selected “Standard Model” in Step 1, please proceed to Step 5.
If you selected One of the “Deluxe” Models in Step 1, please proceed to Step 4.

4. Which optional features would you like on your Deluxe model?
[    ] Upgrade to a “Premium Seat Belt”                                Add: $39.95
[    ] Upgrade to an “Extended Foot Rest”                            Add: $49.95

5. Specify Joystick Side:
[    ] “Right Handed Control”        [     ] “Left Handed Control”

6. Would you like to add any Accessories, Spare Batteries or Chargers to your order?
See Pages 24-29 for list of accessories, and use the corresponding names & pricing on the order form.

We accept payment by All Major Credit & Debit Cards, Electronic Checks (ACH), Cashiers Checks, 
Personal Checks or Money Orders.  Prices listed are in US Dollars (USD)

For any questions completing the form, or to order by phone with a debit card, credit card or 
electronic chaeck, call 1-(888) 544-6054, or use any of the information listed on the back page. 

Paying by Check or Money Order?  
Make the payment out to: 
Mail the payment to:             

EZ Lite Cruiser
9225 Alabama Ave
Unit C
Chatsworth, CA 91311
United States
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MAIL ORDER
FORM

PRODUCT QUANTITY UNIT PRICE LINE TOTAL

IF ORDERING AN EZ LITE CRUISER WITHIN THE UNITED STATES, SHIPPING IS FREE.  

IF ORDERING AN EZ LITE CRUISER TO ANOTHER COUNTRY, PLEASE CHECK THE  FREQUENTLY 

ASKED QUESTIONS PAGE ON OUR WEBSITE TO MAKE SURE WE SHIP TO YOUR COUNTRY AND 

ADD $699.95 IN FREIGHT SHIPPING COSTS.

IF ORDERING ACCESSORIES ONLY, CALL ALL AVAILABLE SHIPPING RATES.

SUBTOTAL

SHIPPING

TOTAL

FIRST & LAST NAME

ADDRESS

ADDRESS (CONTINUED)

CITY STATE / PROVINCE

POSTAL CODE COUNTRY

PHONE NUMBER

E-MAIL ADDRESS



VISIT OUR WEBSITE:  WWW.EZLITECRUISER.COM

CALL US: (888) 544-6054

EMAIL US: SUPPORT@EZLITECRUISER.COM

TEXT (SMS) US: (760) 514-4801

MAIL US  OR  VISIT US: 
9225 ALABAMA AVE, UNIT C, CHATSWORTH, CA 91311




